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A2 RS UNIT 3 (OPTION D)

All Candidates' performance across questions

Question Title N Mean S D Max Mark F F Attempt %
1 408 17.3 5.7 30 57.6 72.2
2 154 16.5 5.6 30 55.1 27.3
3 210 16.9 5.6 30 56.3 37.2
4 428 18 6 30 60.1 75.8
5 272 17.6 6.4 30 58.5 48.1
6 203 14.5 6.3 30 48.5 35.9
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A2 RS UNIT 3 (OPTION D) 

Sticky Note
Usually the question number

Sticky Note
The number of candidates attempting that question

Sticky Note
The mean score is calculated by adding up the individual candidate scores and dividing by the total number of candidates. If all candidates perform well on a particular item, the mean score will be close to the maximum mark. Conversely, if candidates as a whole perform poorly on the item there will be a large difference between the mean score and the maximum mark. A simple comparison of the mean marks will identify those items that contribute significantly to the overall performance of the candidates.However, because the maximum mark may not be the same for each item, a comparison of the means provides only a partial indication of candidate performance. Equal means does not necessarily imply equal performance. For questions with different maximum marks, the facility factor should be used to compare performance.

Sticky Note
The standard deviation measures the spread of the data about the mean score. The larger the standard deviation is, the more dispersed (or less consistent) the candidate performances are for that item. An increase in the standard deviation points to increased diversity amongst candidates, or to a more discriminating paper, as the marks are more dispersed about the centre. By contrast a decrease in the standard deviation would suggest more homogeneity amongst the candidates, or a less discriminating paper, as candidate marks are more clustered about the centre.

Sticky Note
This is the maximum mark for a particular question

Sticky Note
The facility factor for an item expresses the mean mark as a percentage of the maximum mark (Max. Mark) and is a measure of the accessibility of the item. If the mean mark obtained by candidates is close to the maximum mark, the facility factor will be close to 100 per cent and the item would be considered to be very accessible. If on the other hand the mean mark is low when compared with the maximum score, the facility factor will be small and the item considered less accessible to candidates.

Sticky Note
For each item the table shows the number (N) and percentage of candidates who attempted the question. When comparing items on this measure it is important to consider the order in which the items appear on the paper. If the total time available for a paper is limited, there is the possibility of some candidates running out of time. This may result in those items towards the end of the paper having a deflated figure on this measure. If the time allocated to the paper is not considered to be a significant factor, a low percentage may indicate issues of accessibility. Where candidates have a choice of question the statistics evidence candidate preferences, but will also be influenced by the teaching policy within centres.
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Band 


Assessment Objective AO2- Section B questions   30 marks 


Analyse and evaluate aspects of, and approaches to, religion and belief, 


including their significance, influence and study. 


5 


 
 


(25-30 
marks) 


 


 


 Confident critical analysis and perceptive evaluation of the issue. 


 A response that successfully identifies and thoroughly addresses the issues raised by the question set. 


 The response shows an excellent standard of coherence, clarity and organisation. 


 Thorough, sustained and clear views are given, supported by extensive, detailed reasoning and/or evidence. 


 The views of scholars/schools of thought are used extensively, appropriately and in context. 


 Confident and perceptive analysis of the nature of connections between the various elements of the 
approaches studied (within and/or across themes where applicable). 


 Thorough and accurate  use of specialist language and vocabulary in context. 


 Excellent spelling, punctuation and grammar. 
 


4 
 


 


 
(19-24 
marks) 


 


 


 Purposeful analysis and effective evaluation of the issue. 


 The main issues raised by the question are identified successfully and addressed. 


 The views given are clearly supported by detailed reasoning and/or evidence. 


 The response shows a very good standard of coherence, clarity and organisation. 


 Views of scholars/schools of thought are used appropriately and in context. 


 Purposeful analysis of the nature of connections between the various elements of the approaches studied 
(within and/or across themes where applicable). 


 Accurate use of specialist language and vocabulary in context. 


 Very good spelling, punctuation and grammar. 
 


 


3 
 


 


 
(13-18 


marks) 


 


 


 Satisfactory analysis and relevant evaluation of the issue. 


 Most of the issues raised by the question are identified successfully and have generally been addressed. 


 The response shows a satisfactory standard of coherence, clarity and organisation. 


 Most of the views given are satisfactorily supported by reasoning and/or evidence. 


 Views of scholars/schools of thought are generally used appropriately and in context. 


 Sensible analysis of the nature of connections between the various elements of the approaches studied 


(within and/or across themes where applicable). 


 Mainly accurate use of specialist language and vocabulary in context. 


 Satisfactory spelling, punctuation and grammar. 


 


2 
 


 


 
(7-12 


marks) 


 


 


 Some valid analysis and inconsistent evaluation of the issue. 


 A limited number of issues raised by the question set are  identified and partially addressed. 


 Partially accurate response, with some signs of coherence, clarity and organisation.  


 A basic attempt to justify the views given, but they are only partially supported with reason and/or evidence. 


 Basic use of the views of scholars/schools of thought, appropriately and in context. 


 Makes some analysis of the nature of connections between the various elements of the approaches studied 
(within and/or across themes where applicable). 


 Some mainly accurate use of specialist language and vocabulary in context. 


 Some minor, recurring errors in spelling, punctuation and grammar. 
 


1 
 


 


 
(1-6 


marks) 


 


 


 A basic analysis and limited evaluation of the issue. 


 An attempt has been made to identify and address the issues raised by the question set.  


 Very limited accuracy within the response, with little coherence, clarity and organisation. 


 Little attempt to justify a view with reasoning or evidence. 


 Little or no use of the views of scholars/schools of thought. 


 Limited analysis of the nature of connections between the various elements of the approaches studied 


(within and/or across themes where applicable). 


 Some use of basic specialist language and vocabulary. 


 Errors in spelling, punctuation and grammar affect the meaning and clarity of communication.  
 


0  No relevant analysis or evaluation. 
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4. ‘Buddhists supports feminism.’  
 
 Evaluate this view.  [AO2 30] 
 


Candidates could include some of the following, but other relevant points should 
be credited.  


 


 The Buddha ordained women. He was said to have been asked by Ananda 
whether women had the capacity to become enlightened. When he confirmed 
that they did, Ananda argued that therefore women must be ordained as full 
members of the sangha. Given this occurred over 2,500 years ago (consider how 
recently the Anglican Church ordained women priests and bishops) the Buddha 
can legitimately be called a feminist. As such Buddhists should be feminists as 
the Buddha was.  


 Structural gender inequality is a profound source of suffering wherever in the 
world it is found. Women are the objects of sexual and domestic violence, even 
the most feminist societies are patriarchal in their structures. Though it varies in 
degree women are controlled by the men or by an internalisation of the male 
gaze. Women are discriminated against in the workplace, and have particular 
characteristics attributed to them (passivity, femininity, agreeableness) which 
function to oppress them. If Buddhists are ‘against’ suffering – they must be 
feminists and act to challenge patriarchy.  


 If a descriptive view is taken it can be rightly pointed out that many Buddhists are 
not feminists, and neither have they been so throughout history.  


 Although the Buddha did ordain women, he was reluctant to do so, on the basis 
of the belief at the time that women were as dangerous to the sangha as mildew 
in a rice-field.  


 Nuns were constrained by almost a hundred more precepts than monks, thus 
reflecting the belief that women are responsible for distracting monks from the 
path to awakening, and for causing dissention and trouble in the sangha.  


 The ordination line for nuns was broken, and despite efforts by the Buddhist 
women’s movement and the organisation Sakyadhita, it has not been universally 
restored.  


  The Dalai Lama has been accused of sexism, claiming that if a woman was to 
succeed him she would have to be ‘very, very attractive.’  It is hard to see how 
this is not sexist.  


 Sexism may be imputed to culture, not to Buddhism. Rita Gross argues that 
Buddhism must be reconstructed in order to take it back to its core of gender 
equality. She says there is nothing within core Buddhist teachings which justify 
the unequal treatment of women.  


 
Overall, candidates should engage with the debate and come to a 
substantiated evaluation regarding the issue raised. 


 












1 








Sticky Note

Style of language means opening is not convincing. Perhaps 'the concept of the female was not always encouraged' could be re-worded as 'women were not always encouraged on the path to awakening'? Hard to discern what the candidate means, precisely. 







Sticky Note

This does not display secure knowledge of Buddhist ideas about karma.



Sticky Note

Quality of handwriting makes it difficulty to check spelling of technical terms. 



Sticky Note

Handwriting difficult to read. 



Sticky Note

Opportunity missed to mention the Lotus Sutra.







Sticky Note

Good selection of illustration, but opportunities missed for better quality of explanation and analysis.







Sticky Note

This is reasonable analysis of some gender themes in the account of the Buddha's awakening 



Sticky Note

This probably names Jiyu Kennett. If so, good identification of example. 



Sticky Note

Some valid analysis, inconsistent evaluation. There is some attempt to justify the views given. The use of technical terminology is sparing, but accurate and used in context.  The discussion of gender issues in the Awakening and the  reference to Jiyu Kennett brings this answer into Band 2. 












1 








Sticky Note

Clear and accurate opening, indicating awareness of Buddhism's diversity. 



Sticky Note

accurate account of the formation of the Pali Canon, showing critical awareness.



Sticky Note

Good analysis, but would be enhanced by reference to scholars







Sticky Note

misspelling here, but the account is clear, accurate and detailed. 



Sticky Note

This candidate writes in a clear and appreciative style, which indicates intelligent engagement with sources. 



Sticky Note

Minor misspelling of Dhammapada, but apt reference to a key primary source. 



Sticky Note

Accurate, relevant and detailed. Good use of evidence and examples.  Lacking in scholarship. For a higher Band 'importance' could have been analysed in more depth, with greater reference to Buddhism's diversity. Band 4 
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A Level Generic Band Descriptors  
 


Band 
 
 


(marks) 


Assessment Objective AO1 – Section A questions      30 marks 
Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of religion and belief, including: 


 


- religious, philosophical and/or ethical thought and teaching  
- influence of beliefs, teachings and practices on individuals, communities and societies  
- cause and significance of similarities and differences in belief, teaching and practice  


- approaches to the study of religion and belief. 


 


5 
 
 


 
 
(25-30 
marks) 


 


 


 Thorough, accurate and relevant knowledge and understanding of religion and belief.  


 An extensive and relevant response which answers the specific demands of the question set.  


 The response shows an excellent standard of coherence, clarity and organisation. 


 The response demonstrates extensive depth and/or breadth. Excellent use of evidence and examples. 


 Thorough and accurate reference made to sacred texts and sources of wisdom, where appropriate. 


 Insightful connections are made between the various approaches studied (within and/or across themes where 
applicable). 


 An extensive range of views of scholars/schools of thought used accurately and effectively. 


 Thorough and accurate use of specialist language and vocabulary in context. 


 Excellent spelling, punctuation and grammar. 


 


4 
 
 
 


(19-24 
marks) 


 


 Accurate and relevant knowledge and understanding of religion and belief.  


 A detailed, relevant response which answers the specific demands of the question set. 


 The response shows a very good standard of coherence, clarity and organisation. 


 The response demonstrates depth and/or breadth. Good use of evidence and examples. 


 Accurate reference made to sacred texts and sources of wisdom, where appropriate. 


 Purposeful connections are made between the various approaches studied (within and/or across themes where 
applicable). 


 A range of scholarly views/schools of thought used largely accurately and effectively. 


 Accurate use of specialist language and vocabulary in context.  


 Very good spelling, punctuation and grammar. 


 


3 
 
 
 


(13-18 
marks) 


 


 Mainly accurate and relevant knowledge and understanding of religion and belief.  


 A satisfactory response, which generally answers the main demands of the question set. 


 The response shows a satisfactory standard of coherence, clarity and organisation. 


 The response demonstrates depth and/or breadth in some areas. Satisfactory use of evidence and examples. 


 Mainly accurate reference made to sacred texts and sources of wisdom, where appropriate. 


 Sensible connections made between the various approaches studied (within and/or across themes where 
applicable). 


 A basic range of scholarly views/schools of thought used. 


 Mainly accurate use of specialist language and vocabulary in context. 


 Satisfactory spelling, punctuation and grammar. 


 
2 
 
 
 
 


(7-12 
marks) 


 


 


 Limited knowledge and understanding of religion and belief. Basic level of accuracy and relevance.  


 A basic response, addressing some of the demands of the question set. 


 Partially accurate response, with some signs of coherence, clarity and organisation.  


 The response demonstrates limited depth and/or breadth, including limited use of evidence and examples. 


 Some accurate reference made to sacred texts and sources of wisdom, where appropriate. 


 Makes some basic connections between the various approaches studied (within and/or across themes where 
applicable) 


 A limited range of scholarly views/schools of thought used. 


 Some accurate use of specialist language and vocabulary in context. 


 Some minor, recurring errors in spelling, punctuation and grammar. 


 
 


1 
 


 
 


(1-6 
marks) 


 


 


 Very limited knowledge and understanding of religion and belief. Low level of accuracy and relevance.  


 A very limited response, with little attempt to address the question.  


 Very limited accuracy within the response, with little coherence, clarity and organisation. 


 The response demonstrates very limited depth and/or breadth. Very limited use of evidence and examples. 


 Little  or no reference made to sacred texts and sources of wisdom, where appropriate. 


 Very few or no connections made between the various approaches studied (within and/or across themes where 
applicable) 


 Little or no use of scholarly views/schools of thought. 


 Some grasp of basic specialist language and vocabulary. 


 Errors in spelling, punctuation and grammar affect the meaning and clarity of communication. 
 


N.B. A maximum of 3 marks should be awarded for a response that only demonstrates 


 'knowledge in isolation'. 


0  No relevant information. 
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GCE A LEVEL (NEW) 
 


RELIGIOUS STUDIES 
 


SUMMER 2018 MARK SCHEME 
 


Unit 3 Option D - A Study of Buddhism 
 


To be read in conjunction with the generic level descriptors provided. 
 


Section A  
 


1. Examine the role and importance of the Pali Canon within Buddhism. [AO1 30] 
 


Candidates could include some of the following, but other relevant responses 
will be credited. 


 


 The Pali Canon is the group of scriptures used by the Theravada tradition and 
written in the language of Pali. It is divided into three pitaka (baskets). Because of 
this, the canon is traditionally known as the Tipitaka (three baskets). It was 
originally etched on palm leaves.  


 The three pitakas are as follows: 1) Vinaya Pitaka, dealing with rules for monks 
and nuns. The rules are preceded by stories telling how the Buddha came to lay 
them down, and followed by explanations and analysis. 2) Sutta Pitaka, 
discourses, mostly ascribed to the Buddha, but some to disciples. The Sutta 
Pitaka has five subdivisions or nikayas.3) Abhidhamma Pitaka, variously 
described as philosophy, psychology, metaphysics, it is a collection of texts which 
give a systematic philosophical description of the nature of mind, matter and time. 
There are seven books in the Abhidhamma Pitaka.   


 Candidates may point out that the Pali Canon was probably the first scripture to 
be written down, so nearest in time to the historical Buddha himself. It was written 
based on strict oral tradition maintained by the Sangha and its regular councils. It 
is seen as authoritative by the Theravada tradition. To this day the sangha 
functions following the Vinaya.   


 The Pali Canon has currency beyond the Theravada tradition. For example, it is 
read in the west and some texts in particular (for example The Dhammapada, 
have been translated into English many times.)  


 The Pali Canon is not considered to be central by the whole of the Buddhist 
tradition. The Sanskrit corpus, (much of which has been lost, but can be 
reconstructed based on extant Chinese and Tibetan texts) is valued by the 
Mahayana tradition. However, particular texts are selected by particular schools 
and the whole canon does not have the same coherence as the Pali Canon. That 
said, parts of the Sanskrit corpus are also seen as also issuing from the historical 
Buddha, and much of it is probably not much later than the Pali Canon.  


 Because there are other enlightened beings than the Buddha himself, his words 
do not necessarily have precedence over those of other enlightened beings, 
moreover the historical Buddha is also understood as merely a manifestation of 
the eternal Shakyamuni of the Lotus Sutra. Thus the Pali canon is important but it 
does not occupy the same place as, say, the Qur’an does in Islam, or even the 
Bible in Christianity.  


 
This is not a checklist, please remember to credit any valid alternatives. 
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Unit 3 Option D – A Study of Buddhism 


Section A questions test your knowledge and understanding of religion and belief.


Section B questions test your skills of analysis and evaluation, with regards to aspects of and 
approaches to religion and belief.


Section B


Answer two questions from this section.


[30]
4. ‘Buddhism supports feminism.’


Evaluate this view. 


END OF PAPER
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Sticky Note

Opening a little vague. 



Sticky Note

This is a little contradictory as it stands. It needs unpacking. 



Sticky Note

Evidence of lack of secure subject knowledge. This is disregarded, but time/space wasted. 



Sticky Note

Although it is possible to read between the lines to see some value here, this is not well explained, and the way it is expressed involves some misunderstanding of fundamental Buddhist ideas about what exists. 







Sticky Note

good exemplification



Sticky Note

good analysis







Sticky Note

This is a good point, but needs exemplification 



Sticky Note

This analysis is good. What looked like a very limited answer on the first couple of pages has now improved. 



Sticky Note

misspelled Sakyadhita - but apt reference. 







Sticky Note

This is a long answer, but much of the material is vague. However, most of the key areas of knowledge are discussed, the analysis of the Dragon King's Daughter passage is good, and the account of Sakyadhita is also reasonable.  An argument of sorts is forwarded. This is a lower Band 3.
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Write the two digit question number inside 
the boxes next to the first line of your answer 
Ysgrifennwch rif dau ddigid y cwestiwn yn y 
blychau gyferbyn a 1/ine/1 gyntaf eich ateb 


Answer 
Ateb 


Leave 
blank 


Gadewch 
yn wag 







11111111111 Ill 


Leave 
blank 


Gadew( 
yn wa~ 







Write the two digit question number inside 
the boxes next to the first line of your answer Answer 
Ysgrifennwch rif dau ddigid y cwestiwn yn y Ateb 
b/ychau gyferbyn a /line// gyntaf eich ateb 


'g.R_ a__ ~ ~~ ~~ ...... 
-


Leave 
blank 


Gadewch 
yn wag 







Lea~ 
blanl 


Gade11 
yn wa 







11 


Leave 
blank 


Gadewch 
ynwag 


11111111111111 
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Unit 3 Option D – A Study of Buddhism 


Section A questions test your knowledge and understanding of religion and belief.


Section B questions test your skills of analysis and evaluation, with regards to aspects of and 
approaches to religion and belief.


Section A


Answer one question from this section.


[30]1. Examine the role and importance of the Pali Canon within Buddhism.
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Write the two digit question number inside 
the boxes next to the first line of your answer 
Ysgrifennwch rif dau ddigid y cwestiwn yn y 
blychau gyferbyn a 1/ine/1 gyntaf eich ateb 


Answer 
Ateb 


Leave 
blank 


Gadewch 
yn wag 



Sticky Note

Apt and accurate selection of reference to scholarship, very well deployed. Good use of advanced vocabulary too. 



Sticky Note

Possibly a slight overstatement, or lack of precision, although it is clear what the candidate is trying to say. Sweeping statements are best avoided. 



Sticky Note

Evidence of critical awareness -- feminism is not claimed exclusively by women. 



Sticky Note

This sentence cleverly brings a core Buddhist concept (skilful means) into conversation with the academic analysis  undertaken by the candidate. 







11111111111 Ill 


Leave 
blank 


Gadew( 
yn wa~ 



Sticky Note

good use of historical knowledge and technical terminology here 



Sticky Note

Assuming this says 'Harvey'. Important to write clearly. 



Sticky Note

This is high level critical analysis, although use of the term' eternal' can be questioned in this context. 



Sticky Note

This is good signposting/structuring language. 







Write the two digit question number inside 
the boxes next to the first line of your answer Answer 
Ysgrifennwch rif dau ddigid y cwestiwn yn y Ateb 
b/ychau gyferbyn a /line// gyntaf eich ateb 


'g.R_ a__ ~ ~~ ~~ ...... 
-


Leave 
blank 


Gadewch 
yn wag 



Sticky Note

Good knowledge. Opportunity missed to link scholars who argue this - e.g. Rita Gross, Jan Nattier. 



Sticky Note

Good account which acknowledges complexity. Equality is not necessarily freedom. 



Sticky Note

Meaning of the sentence is unclear. It appears to contradict itself. 



Sticky Note

appropriate reference to primary source







Lea~ 
blanl 


Gade11 
yn wa 



Sticky Note

handwriting unclear



Sticky Note

Well made point.



Sticky Note

spelling? 



Sticky Note

The argument becomes confused in this paragraph. Too many separate issues are being addressed at once. It is difficult to discern the candidate's critique of sunyata (though good to see awareness that there is one). 







11 


Leave 
blank 


Gadewch 
ynwag 


11111111111111 



Sticky Note

This is well explained. 



Sticky Note

In a better organised answer this point would have linked with the sunyata point earlier. 



Sticky Note

Level 5 29 marks. This is a confident critical analysis and perceptive evaluation which thoroughly addresses the issues raised by the question set. The answer does not quite achieve full marks because of occasional lapses of organisation and occasional overstatement. Other relevant material relating to socially engaged Buddhism could have been introduced. However, given the time constraints, this is without doubt very nearly a full-mark answer. 











